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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.There are traumatic circumstances that
happen to some at a pivotal time in their young life that starts the ticking of terrible thoughts just
waiting to be triggered into horrific actions, which the reader experiences in David Bancroft s
riveting action thriller, Cemetery Woods. Set in Texas during the spring of 1968, Cemetery Woods
entails a three week period where unintended circumstances bring a canny, determined serial killer,
Jimmy Roland, into the lives of two brothers, their parents, and two troubled 18 year old boys . . . in
his compulsive goal to seek deadly revenge against two men for what they did to him when the
three of them were teenagers. And by the game that he has perfected with lethal results!
***************** David Bancroft explains why he wrote Cemetery Woods and from a contrary
perspective. Cemetery Woods is a completely different type of novel from my first action, thriller
novel, Mere Chance . and it was triggered by what happened to me when I was 7 and in the second
grade. I was enjoying picking blackberries...
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Reviews
Totally among the best ebook I have ever go through. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way
which is just soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh
The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III
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